When SDMNY began to develop its facilitation model in 2016, we benefitted greatly from the work that had already been done in pilot projects around the world, including the Czech Republic, which SDMNY Director Kris Glen had visited and worked with. So when we learned that one of our Decision-Makers, Nico, is a dual US-Czech citizen, and that he and his mother (joined briefly toward the end, by his dad) would be spending the summer in beautiful Prague, we were excited to make the first tangible connection between our projects.

The family has made contact with one of the founders of QUIP, the NGO that has piloted SDM in the Czech Republic, and hopes to visit the project on their next trip. In the meanwhile, they’ve sent us this video, in both English and Czech, testifying to the fact that SDMNY is not only everywhere, but that SDM is for everyone!

You can click below to see them against the spectacular backdrop of the Vltava River, but for a special treat, also take a look at a delightful video we sent them, made by QUIP, to explain why, as we agree, guardianship is not for everyone. Don’t worry, there are English subtitles!

Please click here for Nico’s Video

Please click here for the video made by QUIP, a Czech NGO